
... is a place to  
create a joint  
vision for future 
Bangalore

... is a place to  
eXpress Your  
WisHes anD iDeas

... is a place to  
Discuss tHe future
of Bangalore  
online & offline

T he first Nextbangalore:Space was ope-
ned in September 2013. For a month 
a former office space on Langford 

Road in Shanti Nagar was transformed into 
an urban design studio and an interactive 
meeting and discussion room. A series of 
workshops, lectures, discussions and exhibi-
tions attracted many citizens to share their 
ideas and stories for a future Bangalore.  
 
As places that enable informal, interactive dis-
cussions are few and far between in Bangalo-
re, setting up temporary urban studio spaces 
is one of Nextbangalore’s tools and methods 
that enable accessibility, simplify urban deve-
lopment processes and support participatory 
ideas. Others tools include visualization, which 
plays a major role in describing complex ur-
ban processes in a comprehensible way and 

assists in our aim of making the city observab-
le. Nextbangalore has also been active in the 
urban sphere by interviewing residents. 
Particular highlights were the very 
personal and insightful con-
versations that resulted from 
many invitations to visit peo-
ple in their homes. Other 
methods such as playing 
city-building simulation 
games or mapping neigh-
bourhoods have been 
part of Nextbangalore’s 
efforts to understand and 
identify city making processes.  
 
 
Through these tools and methods, Nextban-
galore aims to identify and implement future 

urban development on the basis of participa-
tion. Nextbangalore provides online and off-
line spaces, creativity, knowledge and resour-

ces that provide access to urban planning 
processes. To enable this, however, it 

is essential to understand the high-
ly complex processes of present 
urbanization in India by analysing 
historical, political and socio-
cultural conditions. These refe-
rence systems harbour substantial 
strength that could go a long way 

towards enabling an alternative 
urban development shift from the 

perspective of the city‘s inhabitants.  
 

Nextbangalore:Space plans to return fre-
quently - please check nextbangalore.com 
or facebook.com/nextbangalore for details. 

Join Nextbangalore, be partner with us or  
support our work at: support@Nextbangalore.com

Nextbangalore:Space #1 
 supported by:

WHY sHoulD i Be part of it?HoW Does neXtBangalore Work?

THE NExTbaNgalorE SPaCE

THE NExTbaNgalorE ProCESS

Making the city observable! A review of  
the first Space in September 2013

As easy as Google! 

The key to developing Bangalore’s futures may  
be found in histories of the past. 

Envisioning a city in a collaborative way is a long  
term process – moving forward step by step.

WHy loSTbaNgalorE Could bE NExTbaNgalorE

Wouldn’t it make a real difference 
to our quality of life if Banga-
lore reflected and represented 

our ideas? Couldn’t our city be designed 
as a place for everyone? Let’s create a vi-
sion for Bangalore that is built of our 
needs, ideas and desires: let’s rethink 
Bangalore together! Join Nextbangalore 
and share your ideas, visions and stories. 
 
Nextbangalore is one of the first urban 
participation platforms in India. As well as 
bringing the idea of crowdsourcing to the 
urban development process, Nextbangalore 
has initated an active creative process that 
is based on the questions and ideas of the 

residents and enables inclusive discussions. 
This not only creates an open and visible 
knowledge platform, but also works as a 
catalyst for existing urban planning 
ideas. Nextbangalore invites 
everyone to participate through 
our online forum, our tempo-
rary urban studio spaces and 
at various events in the city. 
It also offers special work-
shops on visualising, map-
ping and experiencing the city. 
 
Identifying urban locations that 
are suggested by citizens as well as 
cataloguing their planning ideas is a major 

part of Nextbangalore. Our website at Next-
bangalore.com includes a discussion forum 

and an interactive map that allows Ban-
galoreans to pinpoint problem are 

as and aspects of the city as well 
as to submit ideas towards their 

improvement. We also invite 
you to discuss the city on Next-
bangalore‘s facebook page 
w w w. f a c e b o o k . c o m /Nex t -
bangalore or get in contact 

with us by sending an e-mail 
to post@Nextbangalore.com  

 
Participatory approaches, especial-

ly on a neighborhood or ward level, can 

provide an alternative draft to the current 
urban planning processes. Besides, par-
ticipation in the Indian context also means 
creating access and to enabling participa-
tion with the aim of making the city and the 
ideas and wishes of its inhabitants visible.  
 
Nextbangalore is first and foremost 
designed for the residents of Bangalore. 
Because we believe a livable future Ban-
galore can only become true if it includes 
the citizens.

C ities exist in many forms. From abstract 
googlemap images, planning depart-
ment statistics and traffic flow diagrams 

to the tangible physical environment of pot-
holes and flyovers, public transport systems, 
landmarks and historical sites. For Nextban-
galore, with our focus on public participation 
and contribution, another form of the city 
is crucial: the city as a landscape of stories. 
 
Oral history has a long tradition in India. As 
well as being a key to the past, Nextbangalore 
believes that it can also reveal much about the 
future. In order to get closer to a collective fu-
ture vision for Bangalore, we are interested in 
hearing and recording inhabitants’ narratives 
about their experiences and memories of the 
city. By understanding more about Banga-

loreans’ feelings towards the urban environ-
ment we hope to discover more about the 
city’s complex and changing identity, 
about its secrets and potentials, 
its achievements and disasters.  
 
Why is it, for example, that 
despite several name chang-
es the neighbourhood now 
officially called Hampi Nagar 
is still known as Attiguppe 
- the name of the village that 
has long since been subsumed 
into Bangalore’s urban fabric? 
 
In addition to collecting oral histories, 
Nextbangalore encourages the production of a 
textual history of Bangalore. Historical research 

projects, such as MOD Institute’s work on the 
architect and planner Otto Koenigsberger, can 

unlock unknown or forgotten aspects of 
the city’s past that could harbour 

potential for the city’s future. 
Koenigsberger, who worked 

as Government Architect and 
Town Planner of Mysore State 
from 1939-1948, built many 
buildings in Bangalore, in-
cluding the Hydrogen Plant at 

the Indian Institute of Science.  
Like many of Koenigsberger’s 

buildings, the Hydrogen Plant 
demonstrates his commitment to 

using local building materials and inte-
grating vernacular architectural features such as 
chajjas to produce a modern, economic, sus-

tainable and locally-rooted architecture. This 
approach to building is perhaps Koenigsberg-
er’s greatest contribution to Bangalore, and one 
that deserves to be re-examined and reinter-
preted by architects currently practicing in the 
city. However, unlike many of Koenigsberger‘s 
other buildings, we recently discovered that the 
Hydrogen Plant, which now houses a cafeteria, 
was built as part of the Allies‘ WWII infrastructure.  
 
 
 
For Nextbangalore this raises questions 
about Bangalore’s urban heritage. How can 
we approach and learn from the city’s past 
and develop a consciousness of the urban en-
vironment that can inform Bangalore’s future 
development?

IDEAS

BECOME

REALITY

short term long term

Collect problems, ideas & wishes 

Provides impetus and addresses topics

… comment on the ideas

… help with further 
     developments

external experts ...

… rates ideas 

NEXTBANGALORE  TEAM ...

… comments on the community's input 

… suggests further solutions

… provides inspiration

… comments on the input

… suggests further solutions

… provides inspiration

... works on Nextbangalore IdeasTHE COMMUNITY ...

… contributes with own solutions

... comments problems and solutions

... rates the solutions

… suggests own problems

2 Work on Nextbangalore projects4

The City Vision is
published as a book

 Attention! 

 THIS BOOK

COMES FROM THE 

 FUTURE

The most popular ideas
become part of the City Vision3

Nextbangalore brings the City Vision into political discussions

Topics and contents of the 
book are set by citizens 

Particular projects 
are identified

NEXTBANGALORE PROJECTS

Expert  Check

BANGALORE
VISIONRETHINK THE CITY

THE BANGALORE CHANGE MAP

December 2013 Edition 

Discuss anD Develop 
WitH otHers

join tHe  
Discussion vote  

iDeas

Be part of Bangalore‘s 
future vision!

IDEA / PROBLEM?

Post your place/idea   
online or come to our 
workshops !
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3
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Because it‘s you who is living and 
working in Bangalore, and because a 
city should be designed for the people. 
Nextbangalore aims to create a future 
citizens‘ vision for Bangalore and stimu-
late current urban development.

Imagine you have the power to change one place in Bangalore. What places should 
be developed or preserved? What are your ideas and wishes? What are the hidden 

visions of Bangalore’s future? Together we will build a Bangalore Change Map,  
create a knowledge resource and provide impetus for urban development. 

Nextbangalore brings the concept of crowdsourcing our urban future to India’s 
innovation city. Started and curated by Bangalore-based MOD Institute and 

Nexthamburg from Germany, the goal of Nextbangalore is to create a future urban 
citizens‘ vision for Bangalore by giving the opportunity to everyone to be involved. 

 Nextbangalore is an experiment. The city’s challenges are enormous, so are the  
opportunities. Let’s build together a change map of the possible future of this 

vibrant metropolis.

iMprint: nextbangalore, 10/2 o’shaughnessy 
road, langford gardens, Bangalore 560 025, 
india, Nextbangalore.com, www.mod.org.in

is MY iDea iMportant enougH?

Nextbangalore is a place for all ideas, 
wishes and visions  for the future of the 
city. We believe that every idea is  valu-
able. What seems impossible today can 
 be a success tomorrow.

isn‘t urBan planning too 
coMpleX?

Very often urban issues seem to be 
highly complicated and difficult to 
understand. Nextbangalore provides a 
set of tools and methods to understand 
and design urban development proces-
ses and helps to identify possibilities to 
enable everyone to participate.

is tHere a cHance tHat MY iDea 
Will BecoMe realitY?

On basis of the future vision a growing 
number of  projects will emerge. In the 
long term Nextbangalore helps  the com-
munity to promote projects and to make 
them politically and technically feasible.

 
 

did you kNoW? 
Mantri square in Malleswaram 

covers the size of 1,700,000 sq ft. 

5666  
households could fit into the  

shopping mall.

neXtBangalore.coM 

Post your place or idea

See it on the ”Bangalore Change Map“

Discuss and develop with others

Commercial Street

Participants of Nextbangalore:Space #1 and their ideas for future bangalore...

The past and present fort Mg road in the 50s Nextbangalore team collecting stories

did you kNoW?  

12%
the percentage of green areas  
area in the city declined from

 71% in 1973 to 12% in 2012.

did 
you kNoW?
tall buildings in  

Bangalore:
38 completed, 53 under cons-

truction, 8 approved/proposed. 
Bengaluru turf tower will be the 
tallest of all with 156 floors, 
which is 5 times as tall as the 

Bangalore World trade 
center.

aBout neXtBangalore 
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ST John‘s church road

Millers Road

Banaswadi Road

MILITARY
MILITARY

MILITARY

MILITARY

MILITARY

MILITARY

MILITARY

SHANTINAGAR

KAMALANAGAR

VV PURAM

BANGALORE 
CITY RS

BASAVANGUDI

KEMPEGOWDA
NAGAR

JAYANAGAR
SADDUNGUNTEPELYA

BANASHANKARI

LANGFORD TOWN

RICHMOND TOWN

CHAMARAJPET

SHANKARAPURAM

KALASIPALAYAM

SUDHAMA
NAGAR

WILSON
GARDEN

UB CITY

ANJANAPPA
GARDENS

NANJAMPA
AGRAHARA

SRIRAMPURAM

SHIVAJI NAGAR

INDIRA NAGAR

WHITEFIELD

ULSOOR

JAYAMAHAL

SULTANPALYA

No garbage on 
the streets

More cultural events 
   on weekends

Pedestrian friendly 
 junction

Inforce traffic rules - 
improve public transport

Forming clubs to address 
problems to the authority

Let small parks be open 
for everyone and all time.

 A golf course in 
  central Bangalore

Introduce more public 
toilets which are usable

Empty space into a nice 
place for kids or a library

Make this a living 
 lake again

Tap the rain water and
 give it back to mother earth

Multilingual maps with info of the 
neighborhood and points of interest 

Makeover of one of 
the oldest quarters

Street fully 
pedestrianised

Bus stands should 
 be clean

Create integrated 
communities

 Trees should 
   be planted 

Railway should be 
 underground

Create more playgrounds 
for children

Read more at:  
Nextbangalore.com

THE BANGALORE CH AN GE  M AP

De c e m b e r  2 0 1 3  Ed i t i o n  

Content of the  
Change Map

nextbangalore poStS 

Over 200  ideas, wishes and problems have 
already been posted so far on Nextbangalore.
com. Many of them address the traffic situation 
and the problems it creates. Other posts relate 
to housing or the lack of green spaces within 
the city..... discuss them at  
Nextbangalore.com

The Change Map is a first visualisation of the many ideas,  
wishes and problems that have been posted on  
Nextbangalore.com or have been shared in other ways.  
discuss them at Nextbangalore.com.

InSpIratIonS 
On the basis of the ideas and wishes eight inspi-
rations for a future Bangalore were created in a 
joint process... discuss them at  
Nextbangalore.com

SCale

culture

Housing

traffic

greenery

other

W

HaT iF.... 

2. WHaT iF... THE SidEWalk 

oN M.g. road WaS grEEN 

aNd SaFE?

TO  LET

COME IN

KINDERGARTEN

6. WHaT iF.... you Could 

MakE TEMPorary uSE oF 

abaNdoNEd buildiNgS ?

5. WHaT iF....  

rESidENCy road Had  

a buS laNE? 

7. WHaT iF.... garuda 

Mall WaS TurNEd iNTo 

HouSiNg?

1. WHaT iF.... aN F.o.b.  

oN riCHMoNd road  

WaS a Park?

3. WHaT iF.... aFFordab-

lE HouSiNg WaS builT 

WiTHiN THE CiTy ?

8. WHaT iF....  

VaTHur lakE WaS aN  

orgaNiC urbaN FarM?

4. WHaT iF....  

SaMPigE road Would 

bE Car-FrEE?
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More pedestrian 
crossing possibilities

Clean the street at
hockey stadium.

Relocate KSCA stadium, 
create cont. green space 

Change the streets ..
the drainage system 

Make Brigade road 
pedestrian only!   

No garbage on 
the streets

More cultural events 
   on weekends

Pedestrian friendly 
 junction

 A golf course in 
 central Bangalore

Introduce more public 
toilets which are usable

Empty space into a nice 
place for kids or a library

Make this a living 
 lake again

Tap the rain water and
 give it back to mother earth

Multilingual maps with info of the 
neighborhood and points of interest 

Makeover of one of 
the oldest quarters

Street fully 
pedestrianised

Bus stands should 
 be clean

Create integrated 
 communities

 Trees should 
   be planted 

Railway should be 
 underground

Create quality 
public space

CLOsE-UP INNER CITY

a p p r ox . 1.000m

2000mapprox.


